GIGO-based energy and climate policies
It’s like formulating public safety policies using models based on dinosaur DNA from amber
Paul Driessen
Things are never quiet on the climate front.
After calling dangerous manmade climate change a hoax and vowing to withdraw the USA from the Paris
agreement, President Trump has apparently removed language criticizing the Paris deal from a pending
executive order initiating a rollback of anti-fossil-fuel regulations, to help jumpstart job creation.
Meanwhile, EPA Administration Scott Pruitt says he expects quick action to rescind the Clean Power
Plan, a central component of the Obama Era’s war on coal and hydrocarbons. The US House Committee
on Science, Space and Technology is reopening its investigation into NOAA’s mishandling or tampering
with global temperature data, for a report designed to promote action in Paris in 2015.
Hundreds of scientists signed a letter urging President Trump to withdraw from the UN climate agency.
They warn that efforts to curtail carbon dioxide emissions are not scientifically justified and will kill jobs
and exacerbate US and international poverty without improving the environment or stabilizing climate.
Hundreds of other scientists told Mr. Trump he must not waver on climate stabilization efforts or make
any moves to defund government or university climate research. Hundreds of businessmen and investors
told the President failure to build a low-carbon economy puts American prosperity at risk.
Over in Britain, Members of Parliament say efforts to build a low-carbon economy have led to a 58% rise
in electricity prices since 2006, sending manufacturing and jobs overseas, to countries that are under no
obligation to reduce fossil fuel use or CO2 emissions. MPs are also angry that carefully hidden “green
subsidies” will account for nearly one-fourth of sky-high residential electricity bills by 2020.
All of this is a valuable reminder that the Climate Crisis & Renewable Energy Industry is now a $1.5trillion-a-year business! And that’s just for its private sector components, the corporate rent-seekers.
This monstrous price tag does not include the Big Green environmentalism industry, the salaries and
pensions of armies of federal, state, local, foreign country and UN bureaucrats who create and coordinate
climate and renewable energy programs, or the far higher electricity and motor fuel costs that businesses
and families must pay, to cover the costs of “saving people and planet from climate ravages.”
Earth’s climate is likely changing somewhere, as it has throughout planetary and human history. Our fuel
use and countless other human activities may play a role, at least locally – but their role is dwarfed to near
irrelevance by powerful solar, oceanic, cosmic ray and other natural forces. Moreover, real-world ice, sea
level, temperature, hurricane, drought and other observations show nothing outside historic fluctuations.
Unprecedented disasters exist only in the realm of hypotheses, press releases and computer models.
So there is no reason to cede control over our livelihoods and living standards to politicians, activists and
bureaucrats; replace reliable, affordable fossil fuel energy with expensive, unreliable renewables; destroy
millions of jobs in the process; and tell billions of impoverished people they must be content with solar
ovens, solar panels, wind turbines, and health, nutrition and living standards little better than today’s.
There is no reason to honor the document that President Obama unilaterally signed in Paris. As Dr. Steve
Allen observed in a masterful analysis: “The decisive action promised in the treaty that is not a treaty
consists of governments, most of them run by dictators and thieves, promising, on an honor system, to
take steps of their own choosing, to change future weather patterns, and then coming up with ways by
which they can measure their own progress and hold themselves accountable by their own standards for
the promises they have made, on penalty of no punishment if they break their word.”
Mainly, Allen continues, the Paris con is about “taking money from taxpayers and consumers and
businesspeople and electricity ratepayers, and giving it to crony capitalists; and taking money from people
in relatively successful countries and giving it to rich people in poor countries, to benefit governing elites.”

India alone wants hundreds of billions of dollars in climate “adaptation and reparation” money from
industrialized nations that are supposed to slash their fossil fuel use, CO2 emissions and economic growth,
while pouring trillions into the Green Climate Fund. Meanwhile, India, China and other rapidly developing
nations are firing up hundreds of coal-fueled power plants, burning more oil and gas, and emitting more
CO2, to industrialize their countries and lift their people out of abject poverty – as well they should.
So just follow the money – and power-grabbing. That is the real source of the religious fervor, the
Catechism of Climate Cataclysm, behind the vehement denunciations of President Trump for having the
gall to threaten the global high priests who drive and profit from climate change fear mongering.
Those forces are desperate and determined to keep their power and money train on track. They’re
ramping up indignation and cranking out “research” to justify their demands. For example:
Expert Market (whose core expertise is helping companies compare prices for postage meters, coffee
machines and other B2B products) has just released a study purporting to show which US states will
suffer most “from Trump’s climate change denial” and America’s “climate change inaction.”
The total cost will be $506 billion by 2050, just for hurricane and other real estate damages, extra energy
costs, and more frequent and severe droughts. “Vermont emerged as the state worst equipped to handle
the cost,” the study contends, while Montana, Wyoming and the Dakotas are also “severely at risk.”
California and New York are among those best able to endure the imminent chaos.
It sounds horrific – and it’s intended to be, the better to pressure the White House and Congress to codify
and enforce the nonbinding provisions of the Paris non-treaty, and retain Obama-era anti-hydrocarbon
energy policies. But the entire exercise is a classic example of Garbage In/Garbage Out (GIGO) black box
computer modeling, carefully crafted to ensure the justifications required for a predetermined political
outcome, especially the monumental “nationwide green initiatives” that Expert Market supports.
Thus, carbon dioxide will drive rapidly rising global temperatures that will warm the planet enough to
increase sea surface temperatures dramatically – spawning more frequent, more damaging hurricanes, and
melting polar ice caps enough to raise sea levels 23 inches by 2050, the Expert Market experts assert.
Global warming measured in hundredths of a degree over the past 19 years will suddenly be replaced by
runaway heat waves. Seas now rising at 7 inches per century will suddenly climb at ten times that rate
over the next three decades, sending storm surges far inland. Major US land-falling hurricanes that have
been absent now for eleven years will suddenly proliferate to unprecedented levels.
How Vermont and the other top-five “worst equipped” states – all of them inland – will be affected by
any of this is anyone’s guess. But the model says they’re at risk, so we must take drastic action now.
Soaring temperatures will increase demand for air conditioning, and thus raise household energy costs,
says Expert Market. CA, NY and other “green” state electricity costs are already twice as high as those in
coal and gas-reliant states. Imposing wind and solar initiatives on fossil fuel states would likely double
their family and business energy costs, but that factor is not included in its calculations.
Droughts “will become more frequent and severe” in states already afflicted by arid conditions –
assuming all the dire CO2 depredations, and ignoring both those states’ long experience with drought
cycles and how California’s years-long drought has once again given way to abundant rainfall.
The Expert Market study is symptomatic of the politicized assumptions and data manipulation that have
driven climate models and disaster scenarios since the IPCC began studying manmade climate chaos.
Indeed, the entire climate chaos exercise is akin to basing public safety policies on computer models that
assume dinosaur DNA extracted from fossilized amber will soon result in hordes of T rexes running
rampant across our land. We deserve a more honest, rational basis for policies that govern our lives.
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